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During tlie Academic Convocation
last Friday, Dr. Joan Connell, vice
president for academic affairs, said
that ·~we are not here for rejoicing, we
· are ~ere for mourning." .With the
. procession of more than 100 faculty
_ m,embers' who donned their robes for
the occasion, Xavier University
-.
h<>J!ored the six Jesuits and t\VO lay
women who were killed in El Salva.
..
- ..
·.. dor:
·. __ .·"We ded,icate Xavier University,
. our uJ\iversity, tO[the eight slain .
·. P¢ople)today," said the Rev._J,\.lbertJ.
Di{Jlio, S;J., umversity president.
.'WeJ\onor them as they have so
honored us and sacrificed for us.'~
·. "1J"tey ~ere killed becau5e they got
._,. . in.the way, 1md they·gotin.theway a . . . .
· ·-· ·· ' photo by MiChele Sulka •Jot,'' said the Rev. Rodolfo Cardenal,
Tht'Rlfu.:Ai~i1-t/:Pif1liogiV,es his , .
S:J., ii:\.his address last Friday at the
•.· _c_..
t!l.~.•-.l.s.,~~-·:_~_._·~.~;-~~~-p_.·_;~?.·E!'_c,._,~~°.n_,_·
·
:
:
_:.,.':~~~~emicConyoeation
honoring the-.
.,
'?"'.
·_._..
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Rebuilding
Little· Sibs

Convocation a time for mourning
By Kathy.Os~el

I I '~

six Jesuits and two lay women that
were sla.in in El Salvador on Nov. 16,
1989.
·
By Mike Kelly
At a press conference earlier that
The
Xavier Newswire
morning, Cardenal said that "[the
eight involved people] are martyrs of
justice and truth" in El Salvador. "In
· This year's Little Sibs weekend is
our country there are a lot of lies, and fighting the haunting past of its
. they tried to bring justice to our
recently unsuccessful predecessors .
country, and for that reason they
Events are planned for Friday
were killed."
through Sunday in a variety of
.
locations.
.
According to the Rev. Paul Tipton,
. "This event is in its rebuilding
S.J., president of the Association of
stages," said Christian Cashman, coI:uitbeeColleges and urve~sit~esh, ther
chair of the weekend. "In fact, its
. ve
n no arrests 0~ t e eig t
. already on the rise; so far more
·
mur~ers, however sol~iers hav~ been ·people have registered this year than
confmed to quarters. 'No sold_ier can they did all through last year's
be arrested or convicted for the crime weekend."
of murder ~uring war," said Tipton.
The cost is $15 for commuter's
In Cardenal's dosing statement, he siblings and $25 for resident's.
said "[~e Jesuits] were killed . . ''.When planning, we had two major
because they believed in.the God of
concerns. First, to keep costs low,
the poor, and tried to proouce this
and second, to avoid overprogram,"
faith_ through the university," and for said Cashman. "We really want this
-. this.reaS<)n they- were honored.
to be a revenue neutral event."
.
.
. The main purpose is getting the
students together with their siblings,
according to Cashman. "Theevents
;;,we:.?1.~nJ1aj.af.~:·a1_~erseenc>Gih
··attract kids' from alldifferent age
groups," he said.
Registration will be open through
Friday in the Student Activities
Coucil office. "It's really difficult to
build integrity with annual events,
but I think we can do it.;'

.

to ·· ·' ·

WEEKEND EVENTS
FRIDAY, APRIL 6
Registration, 4-7 p.m.
Twister Tournament, Sca\'enger 1-Junt, 8-11

p.m.
SATURDAY~ APRIL 7
Brunch, 11a.m,·1 p.m.
Sawyer Point, 1:30-3:30p.m. .
Open Pool at Sports Center, 4-6 p.m.
Domino's Pizza Party, 7-8:30 p.m.
Dance in the Down Under, 9-midnight
Winnie the Pooh inMusketeer Inn, midnight1:30a.m.
SUNDAY, APRIL 8
Brunch, noon

p....,ftjng <:lf?$S$$'JQ work
By Pat Clifford
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in Peace and Justice, ''but with
classes and jobs, most students really
don't have the time. This class helps
Just do it! Several theology ·
stUdents make time." Theology
courses next semester will be at- .
professors,will work closely with.
tempting·,just that.·
Programs in Peace and Justice when
This fall semester, the Rev. Kenplacing the volunteers.
·
. neth OVerberg, S.J., willbe conduct~
The. Volunteer Practicum is unique
ing his Peace and Justice Practicum,
among Cincinnati area colleges.
giving stude.nts a charii:e to "learn by Overberg picked up this idea from a ·
doing.".· ·Dr..Will~am Madges, Dr..
similar program at Boston College
Brerina.n Hill and the Rev. Benjamin
and from experiences in his seminary
Urmston, S.J., will als<> be requiring
training. ()Verberg explains, "the
volunteering in the~r. theology course. Jesuit tradition demands that educa·"ldo believe that'Students.wanflo tion include riot oruy the head, but
he.t ,".said MiMi Chamberlin/ · : - also the heart arid the hands. This
.ass::aate director ofxavier'Prograins class tries tQ incorporate all three:''

The XaVier Newsire.
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Is the price worth it?·

Packaged paper reviewed Qy professors

finds out, you're sunk.
descriptions of papers from
In order to see what these
which we had to select.
The Xavier Newswire
places are all about, The
. Finally, we selected paper
Xavier Newswire decided that · number 13357, the one we .
felt best answered the
Everything is cool, you
it would put one of these
qu~tion. She also ~xplained
think to yourself while
papers to the test. First, a
paging through the latest
topic for a research paper
that we could have 1t faxed to
us at no additional charge or
edition of Rolling Stone. Then was chosen with the advice
for $25.00, have it sent to us
suddenly your heart pounds
of Dr. Quinn. This topic was
with terror as you reluctantly one which any teacher could
by Federal Express. Last, she
remember that you have
assign to a philosophy class.
asked us what university we
forgotten to do that seven
The topic: Explain Descartes'
"Term Paper Blues? .
page philosophy research
proof(s) for the existence of
Let us help. you .do all
paper, on which you must
·God. Are they or are they
· not valid?
·
get at least a B, due in two
Next we called ''research
your research needs.
days. ·You· slowly look down
atthe page_o~ Rolling Stone,
, assistance.' We were greeted .. Call now."
.
and then utter a sigh ih relief by a calm voice which first
.. . -,.from
adv~~'
as you read an advertiseasked us: how many pages
tisement in Rolling
~~~~? ~5;1~!:~~permyo~do~ll dwoes t1hehpape00
r have to be?
Stone Maga~ine
e to d er a ut six or
your research needs. Call
seven. Then she asked our
were from. After we relucnow.'' You call. Is it worth it? t · Aft
I · ed 't
Do such services work? Re- . op1c.
er we exp am I '
tantly said, "Xavier," she
5aid good, because within the
she then told us to wait as·
member that this is plagia- ·
she accessed the 'electronic
last year no one from Xavier
rism, and if the professor
catal .' Next she rattled off
had used that paper.. She
·also told us our bill. The
paper .was seven pages long,
at $7.50 per page. All in all,
with tax and handling, we·
paid $55.16for our paper.
How did_ the paper do?
We asked Dr. Timothy ·
TANDEM
TAKE A
Qu•nn, Dr. Richard Talaska
~"'YDIVR ""'u:.
PARA.QiUTE
Dr. Felicia Kruse to
·and
~·'
~"'!'~
ftlD& WITH AN
grade this paper. Here is a
---.:
EXPERT .SKYDIVER.
summary of what they said:
Tandem Jumps
Dr. Quinn: grade c. .The
Static Line
paper looked like it was
Accelerated Ffeefall
CREE:f\c'C
copied ou,t of. a history of .
COl.NT(S
1 Y)
O700 177 ,s. Monroe-Siding Rd.
.
philosophy. The paper also
Xenia. Ohio 45385 · ·
By Lance Weislak ·

an·

j/(fOIYe11!,o/ff:'7.C:.:~
3 3 72

did~'texplain te<;hnic~.1-.

concepts and terms, such as
when it refers to Descartes as
an idealist. The analysis of

. the proofs was adequate,
although not explained well.
Writjng '_Vas in a clear ~rose
style, no )Clrgon. Dr. Quinn
would strongly suspect the
paper was pla~arized for
three reasons. First, the·
reference to Descartes as an
i~ealist which was n~ver .
cited and never mentioned in
class. Second, the pr~ style
which sounds like more of a
journal a~cle than a s~dent
pape~. Third; ~e paper .
contained padding: phrases
not necessary to the paper.
!!'this paee~ the p~~a.se ,. . ~
pub~is~ in 1841 was.. .
padding.
.Dr. T~aska: grade c. The.
person·who wrote it sounded
like they did
.. n't understand
what they were.saying by .the
use of unexplained technical
terms. It does explain the ·
basic concepts adequately, al- .
though the paper lacked ·
explanations. The paper
lacked documentation... It.
looked as though that person
copied out of a sec'onda,ry
source. Dr. Talaska stated·
that he would have the
stiident come into his office·
and try to explain the concepts; He also emphasizes
explai~ing and phrasing· '·
concepts to make it difficult. .
to plagiarize., He might also . .
ask the student to rewrite the
paper.
.
pr. ~~=.~d.e:¢ ~c)C+.
The paper has serious
weaknesses; ,It appears lifted ·.
from secor'dary soui'ces:.The .

..

1

objections to God's exi~tence
is extremely weak, for 1t.
consists mostly of assertmns.
She also found a lack of
explanation and the use of
unexplained technical tenris.
She too would ask the
student to come in and ·
explain technical terms.
"Mark" owner of the
research assistance firm,
explains that the firm "does a
good busines.;;, off and pn."
He refused to give specific
numbers. He.added that all
the papen are done by
professional re5ear~hers '_Vho.
are usually experts 1n their
field. He also states that they
, are not graduate st:udednts,
and that some writers on't
have aC:cess tO research ·
~ ··1·ti ·
iaa I es;
Dr; Quinn explained that ·
there are two kinds of
plagiarism. Orie is buying a
paper, as we did,; and the . .
second is paraphrasing out of
books or journals.' He also
added that many students
are afraid' to ask the professor
for more time or for help.. Dr.
Talaska agreed when he•
stated that Xavier students
put off (projeds) until the
end ofthe semester.. He also
emphasize5 that plagiarism is
often unintended, but
prevalent and that plagiarism
1s frustrating especially when
a teacher put so much work

into·a _cl~ss.:, ,_. , ~ . -..,,,,....,~'.-; :.~:;·. ~-· ---~-~:;; . .

You see .the results of

$55.00: a c; with a risk of .

getting caught.- Is it worth it?
.... WINA HAWAIIAN
· VACATION ORBIG
SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE
UPT0$l,400INJUST10
. . . . DAYS!!!· .
Qbjective: .Fundraiser
· Commitment: Minimal
Money: ·Raise $i,400
Cost: ·Zero investment

Ca~pus Orga~izations,

. clubs, frats, soroities call .
OCMC: .1".'8~950-8472,
ext. 10.

CORRECTIONS
.1630 HERALD AVE

CINCINNATI, OH 45212

In the March 14 ..

OPEN·
9:00 a.m•• to 9 p.m.
Call 351.;.CQPY to make an appointment for
after-hours.service
·
·

ALL THE SERVICES ·you NEED: WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE
OF XAVIER'S CAMPUS
. ··
.

Newswire, a head- ·
line· in the News .
section was. printed
in~orrectly. The·
headline ·should
have read ·"MHA
students. examine ·
future." The · ·
Newswire regrets any
. misuriders~andings.
· ·
·.
·-.·· . . . · .·

'
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Campus construction fits into the bi

Dana Avenue.
of Cincinnati GeologyI
"Lorenz & Williams Co.
Physics Lab.
The Xavier Newswire
made an agreement with
"Danis buildings come
Danis Industries Corporation with a year warranty after
For the past year construc- and we built Xavier Village," they are completed. To repair
things like the cracked
said Herman J. Burger, vice
tion on Xavier·campus has
president and general
sidewalks that needed
been constant. Currently the
manager of Danis Industries. repair," said Burger.
soccer field and the $8.7
Danis Industries is a naDanis Industries bid on
million science center are
other projects, but so far has
under construction. With the tionally known corporation
based in Dayton, Ohio. For 70 not started construction on
completion of the south
years Oanis Industries has
campus.
parking lot and Brockman
constructed ~mo~g others the .
Fu tu re construction plans
Hall, Elet Hall is alSQ being
University of Dayton's Hara
are to renovate Husman and
renovated. Universal ConArena, Kenwood Town
Kuhlman Halls, and place
struction Corporatioln is ·
Mall,
ProVidence
central
utilities throughout
Centre
handling the bulk of the
·-.Hospital and the.University
the buildings along the Mall.
c:onstruction: ·· · · ·_ · · Universal has been in
business since 1957. "Our
niche mostly is renovation in
the southwestern area. There
are many companies good in
different areaS; Clients know
by our track record, quality
. and completion-time ... we

icture

·

By E. S. Waddlington III

.®

~11 the ~mputer you need to

"If you want .to compete with the other
universities, you, have
to keep it attractive,
and Xavier is committed to doingjust that."
-fay Rider
can get the jOb done on
budget," said Robert M.
Sheeran, vice presiden~ of
Universal. ·
· Universal has built Bellarmine Chapel,'. the Univer".' sity Center and McDonald · ·'
· Library/and'renovated· 1' ~
Cohen Center.
Elet Hall "had windows,
and doors on them from the
1920's," said Sheeran. It was
the first residence hall at
Xavier, arid-after the $1.8
million renovation, Elet Hall
will be used for classrooms,
conferences, meetings and
office space.
"If you want to compete
with the other universities,
you have to keep it attractive,
and Xavier is committed to
doing just that/' said Jay
Rider, Uriiversal site supervi-:sor, at Elet Hall.
After the completion of
Elet Hall and the Xavier
Science Center, renovation
will start on Schmidt Field- .
house: According to Sheeran~:
Universal will replace ·
windows and renovate the ,
basketball team's·.Iocker ·
rooms in Schmidt Fieldhouse.
The massive construction
on campus was sparked by
the Xavier Village complex,
first new housing complex
since 1967.
According to Dr. J.
Richard Hirte, vice president
for Financial Administration,
Xavier was looking for
·
developers with some ideals
for a new.housing complex.
The original plan was to
have a housing complex at ·
the old football stadium on
Victory Parkway, but Xavier
acquired land at the comer of

succeed mtlie real world and a
chance to use it there.
.,

It's easy. Just try our Real W>rld Demo on a Macintosh• .
You really can't lose if you come in and get your
computer to enter Apple's Real World Sweepstakes.
hands on a Macintosh toda}~ Because once you do, you'll
lfyou'reoneof14 Grand Prize winners, you'll get to
see how easy it is to use and how much one could do for
spend a week this summer at the organiration of your choice you now.
·
listed below, where you'll see Macintosh computers hard at
You'll appreciate the value of a Macintosh computer
work. And when you get home, you can use your own new
after you leave campus and head out into the real world,
Macintosh SE/30 to write }001' resume and follow-up lette~.
too. But don't take our word for it Come in and try a

~

·'~~e·;z~~~ifif~~~~~{.u1~_s~~ci1~~-nnr_·c~ ;;~~
0

1

0

... ·

winners who will get Apple., T-shirts:

~f~~~~~~.W~!~~t~r:'~-~g_;~h~u . •
!_
.
:·.:.:. .-:.•
: .. .:·:.: ·.

real world sooner than you think.

j

=~=~and~~:;:~~~3"'8~
Enter April 17th - April 27th
Contact Rick Harris, 74S-1980
coordinator of Academic Computing

Hours: Uam-1:30pm, Mon-Fri at Alter Hall
See your Campus Computer Reseller for Sweepstakes Rules and Regulations.
o 1990 Apple Cootputer, Inc. Apple, me Apple ioi\o. am Macimnsh are regislfred tmdemark.s of Apple Cootputer, foc.

.Apple's Real World Sweepstakes
Win a_week at one of 1hese outstanding organizati~s:
. ABC News fnterActlve

ADDie Computer, Inc.

P10WCl/00<111t«actfve1'7G100 015ks lex sctvos

Co:npt.l<i Matkeang ""' Millagemenl

BBDO

Amerte<11 Exp1115s Publish Ing Corporallon

Mr<r11sltrJ Agoocy

Canmuriaklns, Poor•nl->g

Ben & Jerry's H01Temade, Inc.

Claris Corporation

Ma11teang._ Cotrm<Jncaacns. Finance

Hi]h Tecirlclogy Matkeang. san ..re

C~!~~~::iX.~ddJ:J,7:1ege

for the ~:~=~:J~~calon

Exls

EOtCaaon COmmtnical"n ""' Pril"1tt11ooy

A Technology Firm al KPMG Peal Mawlck

Steed Hammond Paul

E.<emr.v• tr!cxmarion & OIJCiS/r:n Sl.pp<1I Systems Millagemrot

AlcJ>ilect!Jte Flm

The Guthrie Thealer

Nallonal Llbray of Medicine (NIH)

Ms /J;J1agemenl

C~li« SciroOJ, Maadoo, Blcioctmc>ogy. Gldpii<>

Apple Educallon Research Progr..ii

U.S. Coinmunlcallons Corporation

.

K-12ClaSSlrntn·baS.ORl!69~ch

P1otror.orntMarkcli1gAgency
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School's destination pl_otted
By Kathy Oshel

The Xavier' Newswire

pure

On Dec. 5, 1988, the Rev.
Albert]. DiUlio, S.]., university president, formed a Futures Committee to articulate
a direction for Xavier between now and the year 2000.
Last month; the committee
finished its first draft of this
statement.
"Vision statements are
describing some future state
we hope to achieve," said Dr.
Daniel Greeding, dean of the
College of Business Administration and member of the
Futures Committee. The
word '"vision' ties more into

nurs1n~

Nurses at the University of Kentucky Hospital
Implement the latest. most innovative procedures
and make vital decisions within the nursing
framework. Our teaching hospital leads In patient
care. education and research and offers primary.
secondary and tertiary care in an inspiring,
challenging, decentralized setting.·
Recent graduate nuiSes enjoy exceptional
opportunities in diverse clinical areas including
trauma. medicine. surgery, pediatrics. oncology
and other specialties. Thrive on professional
excellence and appreciate a quality lifestyle.
Located in the heart of Kentucky's Bluegrass.
Lexington offers a flourishing economy, plus an
array of cultural, educational, recreational and
scenic attractions.

f. Leo Klein, S.].
motivation and emotion."
In the Vision Statement,
the committee has described
goals regarding teaching, a
Jesuit identity, and a value
oriented education. The
committ~ hopes that the

GAIN:

So you're doing well in Markeling,
Management and Accounting.
How aboutMath, Algebra,
Geometry and Grammar? You
won? find the latest business
theory on the GMA Tbut you will
find Math and English that you
haven't seen in years. We can
teach you strategies that will help
you do your best on the GMA T.
Call 742·5510 tor more information. Classes begin May 1, 1990.

In addition. we offer excellent salaries and
comprehensive benefits that include generous paid
holidays/vacations. shift and weekend dlfferentlals.
flexible scheduling. relocation allowance,
outstanding orientation programs. Insurance
coverage. growth opportunities
and much morel . Explore all
.
that awaits you at University
'\'\ 0 F .t.
_
of Kentucky Hospital and
e:,'
(:"4-' : .
Lexington.
Contact: ~ •
. ·.
. . . : .~
Department of Nurse .::=..
. ·
. c
.
Recruitment at 1-800-872- · ·..
·•
n
UKRN. UnlversityofKentucky ~ .
.
.
~
Hospital. 800 Rose Street.
·
,y .
. "
Lexington. KY 40536-0084.
Equal Opportunity Employer.
OS P\~ ~
.

photo by Michele Sulka
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•Leadership Skills
•Listening Skills
•Negotiating Skills
•Communication. Skills

.

~'!-~()__ _

By .becom.ing·a
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statement will provide a
"target" for the universily.
"A vision statement is
where your hopes and.
dreams are," said Michael
Chertok, vice president for
University Relations.
Chertok said the committee must next "make a
strategic plan for acheiving
the vision."
The Rev.]. Leo I<Jein, S.J.,
chair of the Futures Committee, said that the committee's
next meeting will be'at the
end of April.
The Xavier comunity• will
have an opportunity to
express their reactions and
offer input at a meeting, 3 4:30 p.m., April -11 in CBA 4.

-

[f)~~~
'

~~LIDa~'lf©~

TOWNSEND LEARNING CENTERS
1375 Kemper Meadow Drive, Suite 9
Cincinnati, Ohio 45240 ·
(513) 742-5510

A Peer Mediator."is

Off-Campus
someone who
Housing
•Walk to
May 14-June 15

SESSION D

SESSION m

June HhJuly 20

July 23-.August 23

c.arnpus
•Free
Heat

Hundreds of courses each summer!
• Busines8
• Mathematics
• Compnter Science • Natural Sciences
•Education
• Religious Studies
•English
• Social Sciences
• Humanities
... and others .

•Cable

To gefour Schedule of Summer ClaHes,
mall coupon or call (216) 397~4257

. •Parking

. John Carroll University .
Director of Summer Sessions• University Heights, Ohio 44118

'--------------------------------
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Si<tl<' ........ _. _________ Zip
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Oxford Apts.
1005.Dana
Ave. Call Tom
at 961 -6189 or
474-0449

~

facilitates "Wl.N-WIN"
solutions to conflicts..
For more .information,
attend an Interest·
s.ession:·

·on Wednesday,
April 18, 5 p.m.

and 7 p.~. in the
Terrace Room.
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UNIVERSITY FUTURES COMMITTEE WORKING VISION - FIRST DRAFT
ronmental assessment, or external scan, to identify trends that
may have future effects on higher
education in general and at Xavier
University In particular. Trends of
special interest included those
·related to demographics, economics, soci~ulture, technology, and
higher education.
In addition to conducting Internal
and external scans, the Committee reflected on and discussed the
nature and history of Jesuit education and the current challenges
offered to Jesuit universities by
the international leadership of the
Society .of Jesus. Finally, the
Committee tested Its vision of
Xavier against both Internal and
external realities to refine and focus
its present Working Vision.
The University Futures Committee now submits the first draft of its
Working Vision of Xavier to the
University Community for review,
discussion, and validation.

FLOWING FROM XAVIER'S
MISSION
On December 5, 1988, th·e President of Xavier University created a
permanent University Futures
Committee comprised of faculty,
administrators, and students. In
his charge to that·committee, he
asked that its members help him
articulate a direction, a set of priorities, and a plan for Xavier between now and the year 2000.
The first cycle of that direction.and
priority-setting process will be
· completedinlatesprlng, 1990wlth
the creation of a final draft of a
Working Vision cif Xavier Univer!'lity: <
. '.: .·.
. . ' . . . . ~··
Through the leadership and work
of the _Futures Committee, the
President hopes to achieve not
only a plan for Xavier, but also the
emergence of:
•Abroadly shared sense of Xavier's
mission, its values, strengths, and
future direction.
•A heightened awareness of the
external environment and Xavier's·
distlnctive place in that context.
•Anenhancedcampusvitalitywith
an energized and empowered
faculty and administrative leadership.
•Increased success In fulfilling
Xavier's mission and in the acquisit ion of outside resources for
organizational prosperity. ·

The institutional distinctiveness
that sets one university apart from
another is derived from its curriculum, its values, its student body, its
faculty, staff, and administration.
Ideally, that distinctiveness will be
clearly expressed In the Mission of
the university and then will be demonstrated intangible ways throughout the institution.
The essential elements of Xavier's
Mission are to educate by providing values-oriented liberal arts and
profes.sional experiences through
teaching guided by, Je~uit ideals.
that seek to develop in each stu~
dent:·
•The pursuit of knowledge and a.
sense of its value (the head)
•a sense of personal and societal
values which motivate action (the
heart)
•a sense of social responsibility to
and for others which results in
concrete action (the hand)
This Working Vision incorporates
three elements. for particular
emphasis during the next decade.
These elements are: 1) anemphasis on teaching, 2) awareness and
application of our university Jesuit
identity and 3) values-oriented
education.
EMPHASIS ON TEACHING
XavlerEducatlonal Experience.

In regularly scheduled sessions

·

·" ·

As part of the Xavier educational
experience, learning opportunities
will be created to complement
classroom activities and would, for
example, take the form of: .
•discipline related Internships,
-community service,
•academic freshman experience
programs,
•senior synthesis programs,
•programs that provide direct
exposure to, study of and appreciation for diverse cultures in the
United States and abroad,
•opportunities to clarify, challenge,
and apply one's values to real life
situations, ·
•a range of co-curricular experiences.

ity, we see a need forthe following: as catalyst among faculty, admini•A faculty who sees its teaching stration, and students in promotand mentoring tasks as essential ing the Jesuit identity of the univerparts of its responsibilities.
sity.
•Faculty members committed to
scholarship and advancement of VALUES ORIENTED EDUCA· .
knowledge within their respective TION
disciplines.
•A faculty prepeared to repond to Knowledge can and should lead to
the special needs of all students.
wisdom, which will then be re•Adjusted teaching loads that flected in lived values. Xavier
enable faculty to fulfill these vari- University, its students, faculty, and
ous responsibilities.
staff, should engage in ongoing
•Regular
and
required clarification of individual and orinter-disciplinary seminars for fac- ganizational values as an essenulty which would assist them in tial part of the Xavier educational
arriving at the integration of knowl- experience. Xavier's Jesuit Idenedge necessary for them to lead tity, which asserts the existence of
the students in such a synthesis.
God and Jesus as the Christ, un•University-supported individual or derscores in particular, the followThe Student Body
team research projects to develop . Ing values:
new and better educational con- •The creation of LEADERS who
Xavier wishes to enhance the tent, methods and delivery sys- ask, "what do people, organizaquality of its student body while tems.
tions and society need from me?:
maintaining a student population •Department chairs who, in addi- and who dedicate themselves to
of a size similartothe present one. tion to some teaching, serve in an meeting those needs.
expanded role:
•SERVICE TO OTHERS as an
Specifically, this implies the stu• acting as faculty advo- expression of leadership and as
dent body of the future will Include cates by assessing needs and ob- an important guide to daily activia population of approximately taining and managing resources,
ties.
2,600 graduate students and a
• setting expectations for •Demonstration of HONESTY by
population of 3,900 undergradu- teaching, mentoring, advising, re- our behavior in our relationships
ate students, each population search, and participation in
with people, organizations and
comprised of approximately 50%
university service activities .
society.
men and 50% women. We antici•regularly observing and •Being OPEN-MINDED in
pate a minority student population providing feedback and mentoring thoughts, expression, and deed.
of approximately 11% and an in- on the performance of the faculty •Using EXCELLENCE as a stanternational student representation as to those expectations both in- dard for evaluating all we do as
of approximately 1.5% of the total side and outside the classroom.
individuals and as a university.
6,500studentbody. Qualitatively, •Incentives for high ltivels of •Finally, to embrace all of the
we would intend to continue to achievement by faculty and chairs above: encouraging all members
improve the academic profile of in the above areas.
of the univer:sity community to
our incoming students.
·
focus on the RELIGIOUS AND
AWARENESS AND APPLICA- TRANSCENDENT DIMENSIONS
The student body we hope to serve TION Of OUR UNIVERSITY JES- OF HUMAN LIFE.
with our Xavier educational expe- UIT IDENTITY
. _, .
. ~lence.wlll be attracted by_ an edu- , ----.--....-----......- - - 'NEXT STEPS JN
PROcESS
cation which offers something Along with other American Jesuit
beyond a solid intellectual forma- colleges and universities, Xavier The committee now asks the
tion. We will encourage the stu- realizes its need to reflect upon members of the university comdents to develop their own sense the tradition of Jesuit education in munity to read carefully this first
of personal and societal values order to reinterpretthattradition in draft of the Working Vision of
andgraduatefromXavierprepared light of today's needs and opportu- Xavier, discuss it among themto live and work in a global society nities. This reflection and reinter- selves, and be ready to share their
in a socially responsible manner.
pretation imply:
thoughts during campus-wide disEnrollment projections indicate that
cussions that will be soon schedthe Xavier student body could de- •Knowledge about the life of lgna- uled.
crease by 580 undergraduate and tius Loyola and other outstanding
graduate students by 1994. There- Jesuits and about their contribu- Once input on and validation of the
fore, in order to achieve a student tion to the human, educational, First Draft of the Working Vision
have been received, the Futures
body of ihe same size and im- and religious enterprise.
proved quality, enhanced recruit- •Understanding that the pursuit of Committee will then outline the immentandretentioneffortswillhave all knowledge leads (potentially) plementing steps and develop a
to be employed to ~·ield and retain to an awareness of the presence more detailed estimate of the
human, physical and financial
a higher percentage of the "tradi- of God in all creation.
tional" 18-year-oldcollegebound •Dedication to the integration of resources that will be needed to
youth. Recruitment efforts will have mind, body, and spirit in each indi- make the Vision of Xavier a reality.
to be targeted both in Cincinnati vidual student.
COMMITIEE MEMBERS
and beyond, focusing efforts on •Awareness of the reponsibility
achieving the best "fit" between which arises from knowledge and
prospectivestudentsandthechar~
leads through ethical reflection to

THE

·, · acteristics of the Xavier· of the fur-

since its creation, the Futures Xavier will achieve its mission by
Committee has worked toward the offering students an educational
development of Xavier's Working · experience that makes conhec~
Vision,basedupontheUniversity's tions between learning, develop-.
Mission Statement. The members ment of values; and social responof the Committee began by col- sibility. This educational experilecting, from one another, lndivid- ence would be comprised of three
.
ual visions of aXavierofthefuture. Integrated parts. They are:
The visions were discussed and •The undergratuate core curricusynthesized until the present col- lum and the range of academic
faborative Working Vision was programs which set the focus of
formed.
the university and its intellectual
pursuits and endeavors.
The committee conducted an in- •A range of practica and internternal scan of Xavier to inform ships that provide opportunities
itselfofcurrentstrengthsandweak- for the application of theories and
nesses. The North Central Asso- knowledge.
elation Site Report and the Core . •The integration of learning expecurriculum paper, General Edu~ riences..;. i.e., the synthesis, comcation at Xavier, were included In · bi nation, and Integration of learnthis scan. The Committee also Ing, leading to synergy in the edu'
planned and conducted an envi- cationalexperience.

social concern and service to the

tue. Retention efforts must focus world and all its citizens.
on the success of e.ach student by
assessing individual· needs and To foster awareness of the
providingappropriatecourses,ma- university's Jesuit identity and to
jors, activities and services.
· .further application of that identity,
specific steps are called for:
To achieve these recruitment and •Educational programs for sturetention results, dialogue will be dents, faculty, administration, and
neededtodefinethestudentsbest membersoftheBoardofTrustees
served at Xavier, and. strategies to ensure that the Jesuit tradition
and programs will have to be of the university is understood.
craftedtoattract,shapeandretain -On-going efforts among all con-·
the Xavier student body of the stituent groups to integrate the
future.
Jesuit tradition with the teaching/
teaming process.
The Faculty'
-Occasional internal and collaborative evaluation to test the
In orderto provide Xavier students institution's implementation of its
the projected Xavier. educational Jesuit character.
experience with attention to learn- •Strong commitment by the· tocal
Ing, the development of. values, Jesuit community to accept and
andasenseofsocialresponslbil- implementitscrucialcorporaterole
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Xavier·s working
vision pro,posal
Futures Committee document
requests introspection
Working Visions, the first draft from Xavier
·
University's Futures Committee, can and should be seen as
the capstone of the Rev. Albert J. DiUlio, S.J.'s wor~ at
Xavier University. It serves as formal documentation of
what the university's essence is and will continue to be.
Expectations of staff, faculty and administration, and a
generalization about the student body are made.
Most of the points within the 10 page document are
rather ambiguous. However, the future is always a rather
ambigious reference point, and nothing but the report's
mentioned progress reviews will be able to accurately steer
the university to its transcendence.
What is of concern is DiUlio's departure from the
university. He is leaving with nearly the same administration that was in the lead during the book red and
·
shambled past. An administr~tion that.could certainly not
effectively conduct such mentioned reviews nor know
which way to direct the university. One can hope that
DiUlio has instilled in the university's administration the
appropriate vision and methodology to keep the university
on the path toward its goals.. The univer~ity coi:'munity
can also hope for a new pres1de~t that v.:iI~ ~ontmue .
growth and prosperity and acquire and m1t1ate a cohesive
vision of Xavier University.
Most important components are inclu?ed in t~e ·
vi.si.on for the future,.what is not addressed ts the university's student leadership and its importance. What Di~lio
continues to overlook is the value of student leadership
roles in university administration, something that should
be more important here with Xavier's emphasis toward
community leadership.
·
The vision of Xavier is to develop capable community leaders, and an emphasis must be placed on such a
program. Students' talents in this area can only be aided
by experiencing leadership roles within the university.
With experience in leading others and in making decisions,
one can learn effective leadership skills to apply to the
diverse community. Simply including students in leadership roles is not enough. Successful leaders must be visible
and available to students as examples and mentors.
Only through effective mentoring and removing
ieadership positions from the hands of overbearing egos
will the community move toward its intended
fulfillment at Xavier University.
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A Student Government comment and opinion column
:By Betsy Ferguson
Fonner SCA President

I, Betsy Fergu5on, being
of somew hC1 t sound mind
happily hand over the
presidency of the student
government to Michael
Kramer, for it was one of the
most difficult jobs I've ever
done. The most difficult
part of my job was not
working with administration, it was working with
students, or should I say not
working with students.
During.the yearin office
only two students approached me with concer~.
Occasionally I would hear
third handaccountsabout
how unhappy people were
with student government. I
more than occasionally
would read an article abOut
our ineffectiveness written
by people who know me
personally, but obviously
felt unable to approach me
with concerns. I never felt
unapproachable, but I guess
this is just an example of the
lack of communication
between students and
stUdent government.
Some students make the
efforno vote.during elec~
tions, but that is where most
invoivement sfops. Hopefully, after voting for some·one; a.student would feel a
responsibility to keep in · .
fouch with the ~riator~ they
voted for to make sure they
were a<:tually wor~ing.

Xavier is small enough that
almost any student could
approach the administration
themselves, but in lieu of ·
that, they elect reprcsenta- ·
tives to intercede.
My experience at X has
been great. Mostly b.ecause
when I was unhappy.about
something I would go to see
someone who could help me.
Perhaps that is why I am
where I am today. Knowing
the right people is definitely ·
an advantage, but only when
the connections are utilized.
· Itdisturbed mea greatdeai
to hear about a new underground organiiationforming
called the Apathetic Student
Government. The organization was formed by some of
the people who did not win
in this year's election .. The ...
organization was created as ~
•joke or maybe as a reaction to
the election .. I find it upsetting because these are the
people who know all the
. people in SGA and the
administration, who cared
enough about Xavier to run,
but only if they won. These
ASG members are the ones
who should demand that the
senators work for them.
Xavier is a small school
that is suffering from lack of
communication. Since we are
small, this P,roblem is not ·
insurmountable. ·I'm gradu~.
ating in a month and I'm
counting on you to.solve this
problem. Make Xavier the
best experience it can be.
Keep complaining; when you
StOJ' ci>mplaining you'll stop .

imyprogress. Most impor- ·
tantlv complain to the right
people; the people who can
help you with your concen1.
Currently, student government is a pool of ~tudents
for the administration to
draw from when it needs ·
sttident input. This must
change, but the change
.must start with the stu- .
dents~ Student government
will never be government
··for the students until the
stUdentsdemand thatitbe·
so. Maybe you've never felt
that vou needed to remind
student government what
your concerns are, but while
they are intelligent, they.
aren't psychics.
.
· . And now I'll psychically
predict that Mike Kramer's.
job.will be a little more .. _
difficult than it would have
been had I not written this
article, maybe this is just a .
wishful psychic prediction,
b.ut I've always had the·
greatest faith in Xavier's · . ·
students. I have faith that
the shidents will make their ·
-elected representatives .
accountable for their action
or inaction.
Through basketball,
Xavier is receiving national
recognition. Let's give them
even more reason to talk.
Make "Harvard, the Xavier
of the East" a reality. You .
have the potentialto . . . · ·. ..
increase student opportuni,;;
ties to a JeveJ never before
experienced. Goodluck ·
. next year, make the most of
Xavier.
·
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Gillen's not yo·u·r average 'J·oe· Comments on the 'Sweet 76'
Now that our dreamy 1990 parking lot. One idea as a
basketball seas<>n is over, it is contract incentive would be
time to.look ahead to next
to give coach Gillen a certain
percentage of NCAA tournayear. Next year's squad wi.JJ
have the personnel to repeat
ment earnings. Why not give
as MCCchamps, and a return him 25% o_f the. money the
to the NCAA is pessible. The school would earn above and
lingering·question is ''Will
beyond his annual base .
coach Gill~n be here to push
salary? Who deserves this .
money IT\Ore than he?
the buttons?" Let's hope so.
Coach Gillen wUI tell you
Frankly, we probably would
he's just a caraway seed in · · not be there annually were it
the bakery of life. He says
.not for coach Gillen. · ·
that he's "Joe Bag of Dough. Take a look at all the
nuts." But, let's face it, he's·
money he has generated for
the school. First1there is ·
the best thing to happen to
Xavier basketball. Period.
basketball attendance. We
He's the best thing to happen averaged approximately · ·
to basketball since Oscar
·8,000 people per home game
Robertson .. Hopefully,when
this year. Then, there is TV.
all is said and done, his status There is also all of the NCAA
will surpass the legendary
money. Also, this year w~
RobertSon.
the first year admissions .had
First, we have to keep·
· to be cut off. The successful
coach Gillen at Xavier. There . basketball team was not a
are many state schools with
coincidence. People have
higher budgets thatcan offer
heard of Xavier now, and
more monetarily than Xavier, consequently, are interested. .
but we are not exactly. ·
· • The more applkants; the .
looking for dimes in the·
higher the caliber of stl1dents

attending Xavier. Their is a
kind of "trickle down theory"
here. It can be referred to as
"Gillenomics.".
The next school president
must have all of this in mind. ·
It appears that the university
is aware of this, and that is
why Junior team ccH:aptain
Michael Davenport was ..
placed on the committee to
·
find a new president.
So, if the university would .,
like to keep improving and
soar to new heights, it better
earnestly strive to keep coach
Gillen: Hopefully, next year .
we can retire one of his
polyester suits·in the Cincinnati Gardens right next to
Byron La'rkin's retired
number 23, due to the fact
that he will have a silk suit to
wear. Yes, Pete Gillen is
more than a caraway seed in
the bakery of life, he is at
least a loaf of bread, although
he will try to tell you that it is
on the day-old rack.
- Jay Villing .

Muskie fan affairs

· As I was walking down
for success. This is not to
criticize the victories and
the Mall on Tuesday
morning, reveling in the
hard work of the big guys,
but simply to acknowledge
glory of the Muskie's big
those guys who contribute
win against Georgetown, I
to the team without
··
was quickly brought back
playing much. I am also
from the Hoosier Dome as
. sure that these guys are
I noticed something that ·
was somewhat disturbing.
valued by the principle
players and the coaches,
Amidst the signs and
however, we, the Xavier
placards for the upcoming
elections, I noticed a
community, should recogspray-painted banner that
nize "the rest of the team"
and including their names
said something to the
effect of "GO MUSKIES" (I on.this banner would have
can't remember exactly
been a good start. Personally, I admire the players
what it said as I was so
upset about what it did not who don't play as much as I
do those who provide us
say). "Big deal" you say.
with the excitement and the
The banner was a nice
achievements, for-the
display.of school spirit. I
simple reason that they
thought so also, but it was
lacking something. On the "stick with" the team, even
if they don't play very
banner, the following
names were listed: Tyrone, much. I think everyone
else should support these
Derek, Jamie, Mike, Moe,
players also, because
Colin, Jamal and Aaron.
without them, the Muskies
All I could think was,
"What about the rest of the would not be the team that
they are. So let's cheer the
i. _team?" Now, I realize that
w.ell, stude~t government .look s~~lmg on a resume,
of all the major candidates;
Muskies! All of them!
· these players are t~e "big
doesn t 1t? ·
since student elections are
elections are finally over- .
men" on the team and
- Erika A. Endres
thank God! No more people··
. Enough of that. Believe it
not based on political phieven on campus, but they
wearing_their ~ak7 friendly
·or not, the po~ntofthis
losophy1 ~nd The Nwswire
are 11ot the only people on
I would·like to com~
·the.team. The other:' · ·~ ,. mend
the Xavier fans for ·
.~~ ~tt:ri~;~~~~·fi:JG~;: ·~~;'~ii~~h~r°'t%t~~gi~1',>'·"',~~g~ie':clfaJ:~~~~:J!~;ed.to.
players are also important
their behavior at the . ·
and
deserve
to
be
recogand you ca,n ~mally r.elax m,
this .pubhcation .for its actions candidates, they ~hould steer
basketball game on Sunday
nized as well: By other
your room without reverse
·dunng the elections. ·For .
dear of getting involved ..
[March
18). I am a student
players, I mean: Jerry,
trick-or-treater~ knocking o~
what n;~sons did The Xa~r · Finally, lmust ask what the
at
Georgetown,
and I have
Jer.ome,
Eric,
Bob,
· your door all m~ht.. When 1t
Newswire feel compell~ to·
point of a.Newswire .endorsebecome
too
used
to the unDwayne, Dave, Sydney,
endorse a~ exec~ti~e ticket?
ment is. Real newspapers
comes down tC? it, t~ese
sportsmanlike
behavior
of
Mark and Jim. While these
annoyances sum up all.of
My guess. is that they wanted have earned the respect of
many
of
our
opponents
in
guys don't receive all of
what the Student Governto emulate real. newspapers'
their readers, and thus can
the Big East. The Xavier
the glory or playing time
ment Asspciation means to.
coverage of realel.ections'.
help th.e public make more
fans
were a breath of fresh
that the big guys get, they
me.. Now before an of you m
But"I see three maJ<>r probinformed decisions; The
I
have become so used
air.
are still very important to
SGA get in a huff an~ . .
lems with this. First, real·.·
Xavier Newswire is light years·
to
the
Syracuse and
the Muskies' success.
bombard T~e Newswire w~th
newspapers endorse candi-:
· away from having acquired
Villanova
fans, who would
Theywork out as hard as
your long hsts of ac~omphsh- ~iates for al~ po~itions, not
enough respect to intellibe
rubbing
their victory in
everyone else, and they
.JUSt the. maJOr ticket; thus, The gently influence voters. .
ments, !et me explain. ·I m
our faces, that I was pleasmust
travel
with
everyone
not sayi!'g that we should do. Newswire sho°:ld h.ave
. In the future, I suggest that
antly surprised at the beelse, missing the classes
away w ith .studen~ governendorsed cand1~ates for
this pu~lication stiCk to
havior of the Xavier fans
1
and the socjal experiences
ment. I m JUSt saym.g that
senate, ~lass off1.cers, and
letting candidates ·speak for
after
the game. It is the
just the same as the
whe.ther I vote for Lind,
,everything else 1f they really
themselves, and to get
fans
like
Xavier's that
·"known" players.· They
Arvm and Fowler, or fo~
need to endorse anyone.. .
involved only in the things
make
college
basketball the
also help to provide the
Second, real newspapers
that they should. I never
Kramer, Flaherty and King,
great sport that it is;
big guy~ with the challengm~ life as a Xavier student is
endorse candidat-:s.ba5ed ,
thought I'd criticize The ·.
•Paul Ritacco, Washgomg ~o be ex~ctly the sa~e.
bo~h upon the pohtica,l · .
Xavier Newswire for doing too . ing drills and practice
.session's that are important ington, D.C•.
.· .·
But being president ofthis~ or . phdosophy of the newspaper much. . :
secretary of that sure <!oes
· and on extensive knowledge.
- William. CuniOn .

'Newswire'

en~orsement:

why?

'... ,

'

·Afro:.Amefican: ·cul l.1tt~r1f differ~nt experience
I am writing in response to
William Cunions's article in the Feb.
28, 1990, issue of The Newswire ·
entitled ''Weapon of Equality or
Superiority." I generally like the
Perspectives sectio~ in The Xavier
Newswire, but when I read Cunion's
.article, I was very irifuriated; The .
phrase "It's A Black Thing, .You
..Wouldn't Understand" is not
..symbol of racism..This popular ·
adage recently adopted by the Black
.community is instead; a symbol of
the pride andunity that we, as Black
people, feel for our culture and the
struggles of our people. The phrase,

a

simply put, means that the experi- •..
conyincing me .that any White
'personally, why don't you just realize
'
' individual has the 'same emptiness
enee of our people is uniquely
'that there are some things that you
have to be.Black to' understand? Just
different; and unless one has lived it, . and the overflowing of tears that
· as there are some cultUralistic modes
.one could not understand it.
.. ma~y Black people have endured
that you have to be an Indian to
On watching old film clips of the·
watching·such movies, because most
understand, or.Chinese to underassassination of our prominent Black
White people have never endured
stand, etc. If after explaining this as ·
leaders, such.a5 Ma~tin Luther Kirig, · .·.such intense racism, hatred, and dissimply as humanly possible, you still
. Jr., and Malcolm !ind on watching
crim~nati~n, fortunately. ' ' •.. ·. · . '
such m<>vies as Roots and.Mississippi
(Ian] Robertson wrote "Draggeci to don't understand, you probably ·
won't. However, if you shoµld care
Buming, I feel an overwhelming ·. .
America in chains to be subjected to
to challenge me on my rebuttle, Mr.
sense of sadness and anger. -I some- . slavery and then to decades of · ·
Cunion, I will be open for a pleasant .
times. feel as though someone really ' 'Segregation and legal discrimination,
Black Am~ricans have had an experi- . discussion of this issue which
close tO me has been killed. Thars
because being Black, to most of us, is
enee utterly different from that of any ' aroused you so.
a strong brotherhood/ sisterhood .
. other racial or ethic group in society."
-Nin~ Meadows
type thing.·. You will have hard time Instead of taking the BSA· shirt so

x,

a
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Young team affected by tough schedule

Injuries, weather slide
Muskies into slump
We play as tough a schedule
as anyone in this part of the
country. That's the way our
The Muskies baseball team players wanted it," said
Redwine.
began the season with their
annual spring trip to Florida,
The team follows the
where they defeated Western philosophy that the only way
Kentucky, Northern Florida
to improve a team is to play a
and Stetson University.
tough schedule. Redwine
Now, with an overall
said, "The guys are trying
record of 5-14, coach Larry
very hard; sometimes too
Redwine believes his team
hard."
can utilize upcoming games
Xavier's starting line-up
to improve their record.
consists of six underclass"Our defense needs work.
men. Also, two key players,
Sometimes, the guys forget
captain center fielder, Mike
the fundamentals we try to_
Macaitis and catcher Kevin
teach them," said Redwine.
Toohig, are recovering from
Rainy weather has only
injuries.
hindered the team's momenThe pitching staff, manned
tum. Redwine said,"Some of
mostly by freshmen and
the games that are getting
rained out are against teams I sophomores, has a current
Earned ~un Averag~ (ERA)
know we can beat."
of2.69. · ·
· ' ·
Among those are Indiana,
Morehead State and MCC
Thur:sday, Xavier hosts
rival, Butler University.
Wrigf'!t State at 1 p.m.,
_
"Our opponents are
Hayden Field. Recently, the
throwing their number one
Raiders defeated Georgia
and number two pitchers at
Tech and nationally ranked
us just about every game.
Oklahoma State.
By Dave Mora,no
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Monday<>pen Basketball
Team Ganja
CincyChuggers
Fish Out of Water
TeamRambis
Mistakes
CCMSll
Tuesday Open Ba1ketball
Same Old Story
TooMuch4U
Starfish and Coffee
Hall of Justice
Wiede-Men
Air Pit
Steel Wheels
Coast to Coast
Our Universe-Earth
CCMSI
Pimp Maintanc:e
Studs From Hell
DunderstratMeisters
Delta Sigma Pi

.
.
. .
Thursday Open Basketball
It's Your Funeral
Taxin' Like the Govt.
TeamX
The Posse
Legion of Doom
Inch Gardeners
7-0 CunningLinguists
6-l G-Force
3-4
3-4 Women's Floor Hockey
2-5 WyJd Stallions
0-7 36 D's
Thirtysomething
Safe Sex
-0
7 Can't Think of One

::~
_
52
_
52
4-3
_
43

34
3-4
3-4

2_5

l-6
0-7
0-7

Wednesday6Ft.and Under
Taxin' 11
7-0
Food Source
6-1
LegionofGarbage
5-2
Wyld Stallions
5-2
U Balless Wonder
5-2
The Sleepers
3-4
Cunning l:.inguists
3-4
TheSheperds
0-7
The Bricklayers 0-7
Dead Turtles
0-7

6-0

4-2
4-2
4-2
3-3
2-4
1-5
0-6

4-0
3-1
2-2
1-3
0-4

Men's Sunday Afternoon Ffoor
Hockey
.
4-0
Chiefs
The Crib
3-1
Weesuk
3-1
Modem Family Planning
3-1
Cunning Linguists
3-1
Mo~her Puckers
2-2
Shot oflrish
1-3
Kwijibos
1-3
The Fellas
0-4
The Probates
0-4
Men's Sunday Night Floor
Hockey
U Balless Wonder
Mike is Velvis Wolf
Joe
Clubhouse
Keystone
The Pit Puck-ups
The Puckheads
TheShepherds
The Spoilers
The Pencils

4-0
4-0
4-0
2-2
2-2
2-2
1-3
1-3
0-4
0-4
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·'sp·rlng ·ereakaway'
By Lora Tucci
The Xavier Newswire

Sports
from.all
sources
By David Stubenrauch

- The Xavier Newswire

I)

l)

\I

throughout the ~eek. The
event~ are phys~cally demandmg, especially the
tricycle race, " said senior
Leo Redgate.
Tassos Madonis, head of
"Spring Breakaway" feels
that this year has the potential for great participation.
Said Madonis, "Intramural
participation has grown a lot
this year, and if 'Spring
Breakaway' follows this
trend, this should be the
b'
ttu
tever."

· Registration is from 11
a.m. - 3 p.m., April 4-6, 10,
and 17-19 across from the
Grill, in the University
Center.
Therese Gallagher, captain
of last year's women championship team, believes that "it
takes years of training, and
we take it seriously."
In the past, the biggest
events have been wrestling,
arm wrestling and tug-ofwar. "The competition is
ttad'
d't"
'd t

Have you ever competed
in a laundry cart race? Or a
bed race? When was the last
time you rode a tricycle? If
you answered last year, then
you probably participated in
"Spring Breakaway,"
Xavier's version of "Greek
Week." Well, grease up
those beds and tricycles because "Spring Breakaway V"
will be here A ·1 23 27

. ·It seem5 like just yesterday, but it is
now unofficially one year old.· Just ·
about this time last year~ Pete Rose, former manager of the
Cincinnati Reds, was being attacked by major league baseball
and the press about betting on baseball, while the outsiders
were hit with many new terms, the most prevalent being
"sources."
·
Some of you may think that this was not a new term to
you, but it was to me. Still but a youth in the sports reporting
business, I found that sources were the key to Pulitzer prizes,
jobs with The New York Times and libel cases.
Last week, with the speculation that Xavier coach Pete
Gillen may have taken the head coaching position at Virginia,
I called in my."sources" from all over the country to see if
they had anything. Here is a random sampling of what they
had for me:
- From one source, I was told that Wayne Gretzky of the
NHL Los Angele5 King5 and mime Marsel Marso will be
teaming up to go on tour. The show will be entitled, "Ice
Charades."
·
·
- From my New York source, there is rumor that billionaire
Donald Trump is looking to buy Ball State University, the
··University of. Louisville, a St. Louis baseball team, a Ph<>enix
football team and a wi~g of the Vatican. This conglomerate
will beknown:asTrump'sCards
..
- Actor Kevin Costner is going to do yet another movi~
about baseball; one ·that combines both of his two prior films.
.. . .
.
It w_illbe e~tj~l~, Fiel(ofBµll $~!#. _ .. · ·
- Out of ·the· Cleveland'office, many Browns off1cials wc:re · · ·
heard saying that they are interested in signing some Xavier
cheerleaders tinder optiori B free agency. This is after the
Muskies refused to protect the squad for the 1990-91 season.
However, I quickly abolished this source because of its
slanderous approach.
·
.
·
- From the Lone Star state, sources tell the me that Lance
Blanks of University 9f Texas basketball team, is being heavily
sought by seouts following his teams successful dance in the
NCAA tournament. Scouts include those from Solid Gold,

is back

I

\

l)

\

I'

....
I

I

I

\

FORGET

HIGH-PRICES!

Soul Train andClub MTV.
- Finally, with the Olympics slowly coming around in two
years, Many athletes have started their training for the games.
Wrestler Hulk Hogan was being considered a candidate for
Greco Roman wrestling until he found out that the figure-four
suplex was barred by the International OlympicCommittee:
Happy Fool's Day, everyone. .
~·

..

..·

IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA'~

SnJDENTS
COUEGE

-~RINGIN

.

~ ..

396-7400

Pharmacy

Discover a challenging,
. . tewarding future that puts
· you.in touch with your skills.
Today's Air Force offers ongoing
opportunities for professional ·
developmentwith great pay and
benefits, normal working hours,
complete medical and dental care,
and 30 days vacation with pay per
year. Learn how to qualify as an
Air Force health professional. Call

· 3915 Montgomery

' ' .:'

.,.---~;;·----:
"".· - 10" ORIGINAL
•
:
CHEESE PIZZA
:

:
:

CAPT MARK WEINSTEIN
'713~271-8638

AIR :). :>
FORCE

e11911 Domino'• Pim, Inc.

Dtliv1<111Wtilmltldl01!111Uf1Ullclrlvlng.

:

$1.99

•.

Additional toppings only 69C each!

:
I

:

I Vlllcl
If p1111<i,oung ..,;. llDI··- 11111.,1 olfo<, Prlclt mar wory. I
c . . - 1u1Hta1_......,; ~111t1Mmllodl•""""ul1drtvlng. I
not ponal~ld l0t 1111 dlllvo<llo.
I .Our _ ,1111Cllf'I 1111 !111n .szo.oo.; Our drlvofl
.
I
Good lbdiy, Apl 9, 1990, 9 p.m. lo 1 a.m., only
I
11t

-----
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Three boxing-Muskies
qualify for final bouts,
Maloney goes to Nationals
By Lena Ina

The Xavier Newswire
As hosts of the Midwest Regional Tournament last
weekend, the Xavier Boxing team showed their opponents
they ar,e not a team to be taken lightly. Although the Air
Force Academy· won the overall team championship,
Xavier sent three boxers to the championship round.
Sophomores Chris Nealon and Brennan Maloney advanced by defeating their opponents in the preliminary
rounds Friday night. Sophomore Scott Henderson advanced with a bye.
In another bout sophomore Jeremy Carey made an early
departure in his bout against Miami's ~evin Nester.
The championship rounds were held the next night with
ten scheduled bouts.
The first Xavier bout was between Henderson and
Dennis Ruiz of Air Force. Henders<>n lasted the three
rounds, but was out-boxed by Ruiz. "He was more
experienced than me, and I was too tentative," said Henderson. "He [Ruiz] has good shot to win at Nationals.
He should win."
Maloney defeated Paul Lambertson of Air Forcein a split
decision, and captured the Outstanding Boxer Award for
the tournament, as he won in a split decision. "I thought it
was close. He was well-conditioned. I just stuck to the
basics and listened to coach Schwartz," said Maloney.
Nealon fought against Brian Dunn of Air Force, but lost
the match by a judge's decision. "I wasn't in good enough
condition and quick in my.punches," said Nealon.
This tournament marks the end of the season for Xavier.
The team has high expectations for next year. "We will
have a bigger and better team, and be a lot more conditioned," said Nealon.
Maloney and the other touranment champions advance
to the National Championships April 13-14 in San Jose,
Calif.

a

~i:::~j~l1lll

:iP''''''' I,

nominate
for the Xavier Newswire Person of the Year.

~~~~~~~~~~~~

"WITH CLASSES AND A
PART-TIME JOB I DESERVE
A PAID VACATION."
':A.nd UPS agrees, That's
one of the reasons I work
there. But they do a lot more
than pay me to take time off. I
make almost $10,000 a year
working part-time for about
4 hours a day. That's great
pay for a full-time student.
"The benefits don't stop
:'.~ there, eithef. I get paid holl·
days, medlcal and dental
benefits, even a student
loan if I need one. I got to
pick morning, afternoon
or evening shift•. I work in
Operations, but some
students work in Accounting, Industrial Engineering,
1.S. and Customer Service.
H

Please return this form to the Newswire office in the University Center
by Wednesday, April 28, 1990.
Phone Number:

"If you want to make
money while you study and
when you travel, check out UPS. Find out how it feels to go away
and come back to a paycheck."
·
Interviewing for positions at UPS Cincinnati in Sharonville loca·
tions. Interviews conducted: Thursday, April 5, 1pm·5pm. Sign up
at the Placement Office. We are an equal opportunity employer.

WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.

UPS DELIVERS EDUCATION
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Winner by a couple of 'Fifths'

Summer Squall 'Beams' at Turfway
By Maureen Lavelle

The Xavier Newswire
The thrills and excitement
that accon\pany thoroughbred .-acing were truly
experien~ by all who
watched Summer Squall wi~
the ninth running of the
$500,000 Jim Beam Stakes, a
Kentucky Derby prep race,
Saturday at Turfway Park.
Summer Squall ran the
one-and-one-eighth mile race
in one minute, 49-and-two- .

fifths seconds, which was an
. Summer Squall won five
exceptional time, given the
straight races as a two-yearconditions: a muddy track
old. In his first start as a
· three-year-old.he finished
and the colt's first race
around two turns. '
second to Housebuster.
Bright Again finished twoOwned by Dogwood
and-a-half lengths behind the Stables and trained by once
wir.ner. Yonder, who started local Neil Howard, Summer
out last, finished third. The
Squall continues to be a
rest of the ten horse field
strong Kentucky Derby
finished as follows: Power
contender.
Lunch, Tight Spot, Private
Winning ability is in
·.School, Top Snob, Fighting
Summer Squall's bloodlines.
Fantasy, Sluki and Seven
He is sired by Storm Bird,
Spades.
and is out of the Secretariat

mare, Weekend Surprise.
Rusty Arnold, trainer of
Bright Again, said: "I think
Summer Squall is the best
three-year-old right now."
Next on Summer Squall's
agenda is the April 14 Blue
Grass Stakes, and then the
"Run for the Roses": the May
5 Kentucky Derby.
A record crowd of 16,872
watched jockey Pat Day
capture his fourth Jim Beam
Stakes win, in addition to a
world-wide audience, who

viewed the race on television~
Day also won the Beam on ·
Western Playboy (1989), J.T.'s
Pet (1987 and At The Threshold (1984).
The Jim Beam Stakes,
which historically begins the
Spring season in Northern
Kentucky-Greater Cincinnati,
is the richest guaranteed race
in the state of Kentucky.
Summer Squall earned
$300,000 for finishing first.
He paid $3.80 to win as the 910 favorite.

Attention Seniorsl
WAN"JI1RJD)~ Your Color or Black and White photos from your four

years at Xavier to be used in a slide show during Senior Week '90.
If you go hon1e for Easter, dig up some of those old pictures from
Freshm.an, Sophomore, Junior and Senior years and drop them off
in the box at the Information Desk in the University Center.
Include the names of the people featured in the pictures on the
,,,.,.back. Enclose all photos in an envelope
~ I J t T,)
with your name, address and phone
~·..,.o..-L.
number on it. Pictures can be picked
up Sunday, May 13 at the Senior
' Brunch. Any pictures not picked up
1-vill be mailed to their owners. Pictures
will not be harmed. If you h~ve any
questions, call Dan Glynn at 745-4928 or
Johanna Red at 961-4047.
...

-·

•

--·:v

SOMETIMES IT TAKES
AM ARMY TO PAY BACK
YOUR COLLEGE LOAN.

Paying back your college loan can be a long,
uphill battle. But the Army's Loan Repayment
Program makes it easy.
.
Each year you serve as a soldier, the Arr:ny will
reduce your college debt by i13 o~· $1~500, whichever
amount is greater. So after servm.g JUSt 3 years, your
.
college loan will be completely paid o~.
· You're eligible for this program with.a National
Direct Student Loan or a Guaranteed Student Loan
or a Federally Insured Student Loan made after
October 1, 197.5. And the loan can't be in defa,ult ..
And just because you've left college,. don~ t~mk
you'll stop learning in the Army. Our skill trai~mg
offers a wealth ofvaluable high-te~h, career-oriented
skillS. Call y0ur local Army Recruiter to find out more.

SGT THURMAN 684-324 7
Amft•ALLW>UCAM •·

yo

u '- ~ "/r G er ',. "Pf y, 1111.

""'"' ()

Totally natural SMARTF0008 . Alr·popped popcorn smothered in white cheddar cheese.
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Where Mapplethorpe A history of The Movies on Race Street
has made his mark
Three men and a movie- theatre

know Mr. Andrea Sen-ano,
and I hope I never meet him,
The Xavier Newswire
because he is not an artist, he
is a jerk. Let him be a jerk on
The recent controversy
his own time and with his
surrounding the Robert
own resources. Do not
Mapplethorpe exhibition at
dishonor our Lord." A letter,
the Contemporary Arts
signed by 38 senators, was
Center may cause some to
written to the NEA protestwonder how other cities have ing the grant given to Serfelt about the photographs.
rano. Following in step was
Early last year, The Perfect
Representative Richard K.
Moment was in it's final
Armey, who wrote a 107
month at the Institue of
congressmen-signed letter
Contemporary Art (ICA) at
opposing the exhibit;
the University of PennsylvaThese letters.against
nia. This institute used
hurt Mapplethorpe
Serrano
discretion when displaying
because the works of the two
the sexual photographs by
artists were soon to be on
placing them on a viewing
exhibition
together in the
table that was designed by
Corcoran Gallery of Art in
Mapplethorpe. The art was
Washington. Christina Orrhigh enough to keep young
Cahall,
director of the
children from seeing it. On
Corcoran
Gellery, decided to
Jan. 29, the show closed on
close the show. Despite the
schedule without protest.
disapproval of many artists,
The same day, at The Virshe
defended her decision,
ginia Museum of Fine Arts, a
explaining that to allow the
show containing
exhibit to show would put,
Part Two: How other
pressure on the gallery an'd ·• .
would hurt the NEA in the;.
cities have handled
long run.
,', ·
The Perfect Moment. ·
The art world was in a'' ··
rage because of this "censorMapplethorpe's work along
ship." Artists who were
with nine other J\merican
going to have future exhibi. artists, closed also on schedule and without protest. This tions at this gallery withdrew
their work. Soon after the
exhibition was partially
announcenment that the
funded by the National
works of Mapplethorpe and
Endowment for the Arts
Serrano had been canceled,
(NEA) and featured·the
another Washington gallery
highly controversial photopicked it up and challenged
graph by Andres Serrano
the controversy.·
entitled "Piss Christ'' which
Last month in Dayton,
shows a crucifix submerged
in a yellow liquid. This show Ohio, Wright State University
showed several of the
had previously been on
controversial photographs of
display in Pittsburgh and
Serrano and Mapplethorpe,
had, once again, been comcalling the exhibit Serrano/
pleted without protest.
.Mapplethorpe: You Decide. In
Moving on· from lCA,
a letter that the Wright State
Robert Mapplethorpe: The
Director of University Art
Perfect Momt!nt went to The
Galleries sent to the CAC, he.
Museum of Contemporary
wrote, "As we were very
Art in Chicago, where they
interested in getting feedback
too displayed the sexual
from our community about
photographs with discretion.
the art work and the controOver 47,500 people came to
versy at hand, we polled part
see the exhibit; setting a new
of our audience·... most ·
record for the museum.
Daytonians (over 97%)
There were no incidents of
respected our decision to
protest, but for the last time,
bring this newsworthy art to
the photographs escaped
without trouble being stirred. our city, and they also noted
their appreciation of our
At his time in Tupelo,
willingness to afford them
Mississippi, works by
the first hand knowledge
Serrano were on display.
necessary to truly evaluate
Members of the American
the work of Serrano and
Family Association, offended
Mapplethorpe."
by the subject matter, were
.The exhibition is schedule
writng letters of disgust and
to open in Cincinnati on
disapproval to the Senate.
One month later, Serrano and Friday, April 6. However,
.Ro~rt Mapplethorpe's
the NEA were topics on the
perfect moment n:iay never
floor of the U.S. Senate. ·
come, for suspicions are high
Appointing himself to
that his exhibition will be
stand in judgement, Senator
closed the day of it's opening. ·
Jesse Helms said, "I do not
By Molly A. Donnellon

Originally, the cinema was named The
Moviola, but is now known to its fans as
simply, The Movies. It opened on Friday,
Oct. 24, 1980 with the premier of Fedora, followed by Strangers On A Train and lastly, a
midnight showing of Attack of the Killer

By Jill Diefenbach

The Xavier Newswire

As Larry Thomas was growing up, he had
a dream of owning a movie theatre that .
showed all the films
Tomatos.
not being shown
Thomas said,
elsewhere. While
''There
is no target
working at Tri-State
audience
for this
booking films, Tri·
theatre,
and
you
State owner Phil
really
can't
generalBarack became aware
ize the audience."
of Thomas' wish to
·The biggest
own a theatre.
grossing
film shown
Together, Thomas
to date has been A
and Borack went ·
Room With A View
looking for the right
and the most retheatre to make their
. quested films,
dreams come true.
Fantasia and El Topo,
They found a
·
are
not available for
place located on Race
.release.
Street that had been
· In the future, we
empty for two years,
···are all in for some
and after careful con.great moments at
sideration, decided
The Movies. Directhat the downtown
torJC>hn Sayles (Eight
area was perfect for
MenOut )will arrive
the crowd that they
in town this spring to
wanted to attract.
. shoot a new film. A
With the search for
. festival of Sayles'
the perfect location
films is planned to
behind them; the
ne~ question was:
The Movies Repertory Cinema
run, with an appear-·
ance by Sayles to
who is going to manage thetheatre?
kick it off. The 22nd Tournee of Animation (two
A call was made to Showcase Cinemas
Oscar nominations) will play for three weeks
and Greg Dunn, a young man with movies in
beginning May 4. The Oscar nominated
his blood, was recommended. Dunn was
Henry V will return for three weeks, and·
anxious to move back to Cincinnati and
Lawrence Olivier'sl945 version of this film
delighted in the opportunity. So, in a matter
will finish off the new calendar.
of 15 minutes, their fate was sealed.

$24.95 per ha~f hour
(INCLUDES FUEL AND OIL)

HOUR /HALF HOUR RENTALS
RENT AL REQUIRES A PICTURE tD. (DRIVER'S LICENSE)
AND DEPOSIT OF MAJOR CREDIT CARD OR $100.00 CASH

WATERTOWN MARINA
DAYTON; KENTUCKY
291-2847

Take 1-471 to firstexitin Kentucky(BeUevue, KY Route8) .. Goeast
on Route 8 into BeUevue, KY. Continue through BeUevue to O'
Fallen Ave. Turn left and follow the signs to WATERTOWN
MARINA. Rentals are located outside of the main building on the
Northwest corner.

~INCINN

ATI
WATER SPORTS; INC
Jet Bike Renters
open weekends starting 2nd week of April depending on .
weather
·
open 7 days a week starting mid may
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'Biggest fool on A Hollywood producer's journey
Oscar night: and to the top can be crazy
the winner is . . .'
By Rob Wachendorf

The Xavier Newswire

By Kent Thompson

The Xavier Newswire
.·

It used to be that you could count on only two things in life
- death and taxes. Unfortunately, I believe that you can add a
third item to that list- death, taxes and somebody who's
willing to make a fool out of themselves at the Academy
Awards. Eddie Murphy,while presenting an award, told the
audience that he deserved one. Then, of course, there was the
Rob Lowe/Snow White fiasco. That tasteless tango will
surely live on in infamy.
.
· ·
·
This year we were treated
to an entirely new phenomenon - the allegedy intoxicated
actress with a message. For
those of you that missed this
inspiring moment of modem
cinema, I will give you a brief account. Kim Bassinger, of
Batman fame, was selected to preview the first of the five
movies nominated for best picture. When she came out to
speak about aoo.ut the film, she looked both haggard and
confused. 'Then she gave her editorial plug for Spike Lee's
movie Do the Right Thing, then finally talked about the film
she was supposed to discuss. 9on't get me wrong, I think Do
the Right Thing deserved more attention than it got, but there
is a time and a place for everything, and I think Ms. Bassinger
chose the wrong one!
, ·
If every entertainer who was asked. to present an Oscar
incorporated their personal opinion into their presentation,
the Oscars would be five times longer than the president's
State of the Uriion Address, and about as interesting. The
Oscars represent the opinion of the thousands of members of
the Academy, and should be presented that way. If one
member disagrees with the whole, there are press conferences
and talk shows where they can air their views.
·
I'll come down from my pulpit now, but in closing I would
like to th~nk. the Academy for awarding Oscars to Denze.l
Washington,Je5sica Tandy and• Daniel Day.:.Lewis, arid. for · .
recognizing Driving Miss Daisy and My Left Foot; Also; I
would like to thank Ms. Bassingerfor giving me something to
write about. .·
·
·

REVIEW OF THE
ACADEMY AWARDS

VIG.LENT

cinema department of the
University of Southern
California and doing odd
jods at a television company
he became a literary agent.
One of the writers he
managed was a violinist
named Mitch Markowitz
who wrote the sceenplay for

he reads through the first 20
pages to see if the writer is
"real" and has a visual sense.
If some sort of emotion or
conflict is not presented in
those pages then he turns to a
different script. Barad says
that he does not like most
scripts and doesn't know

Xavier University was the
first stop on a campus tour
across the country for T<?m
Barad, the producer of
Paramount's new movie
Crazy People. Barad arrived
March 27th and
was available for
questions following the Xavier
sceening~ He gave
some insight into
the development of
the movie, which
originated as an
idea written down
on a·napkin, and
took nine years to
complete.
Dudley Moore
was the first choice
for the role of . "
Emory Leeson, an
advertising executive who is sent to
an asylum for
Dudley Moore (left) and Daryl Hannah star in Tom Barad 's Crazy People.
being compelled to
tell the truth in his
ad campaigns. Actresses like Good Morning Vietnam. With
what that '1'lockbuster
Julia Roberts were considtouch" is. He enjoys movies
Markowitz as associate
ered for the role of Kathy
, that evoke laughter, crying or
producer and sceenwriter,
Burgess, a patient who is
both at the same time.
Barad began his motion
afraid of everything, but
picture producing debut with
When asked jf he would
Daryl Hannah landed the
Crazy P,eople.
consider Cincinnati as a
role because of her famous
Barad has recently aclocation for making films in
"left::Of-center'' performcepted a job as Senior Vice
light of recent events, he
ances.
President of the Paramount
answered, "I like the Midwest, I grew up here, but the
·• .. After the question and
.. Pictures Motion Picture·
aJJow him climate is better in Califoranswer session, I'got a chance' Group, which
to make movies that he wants nia." So much for rain and
to talk to Barad about his
to make. His new role allows snow.
difficult journey into the
him to view scripts and
motion picture business. As
A special sneak preview will
decide which ones get to be
a child actor, Barad always
be
shown
on Saturday. Check
transferred to the big screen.
wanted to make movies.
local listings.
'
When
Barad
views
a
script
After graduating from the
l'

will

.FEMMES
.with Tiger LIHys .•.

:This Sat•Apr
7th
..
'

'

MICHEllE.SHO.CKED:; ·

',, .. , . ·:,. . .

with The Questlonnaifts

This Sun~· Apr 8th
Tues . •. Apr1l 11··.
MIGHTY LEMON DROPS W/ Tiie Ocean Blue • This Frf • Apr 6

McAULEY SCHENKER GROUP wJl(lller Dwarfs• Mon• Apr 16
. JOHNNY WINTER e Fri • Apr 20
.
THE RAVE·UPS w/l'he Chickasaw Mud Puppies• Tues• Apr 24 ·
CLAUDE BOLLING • Sun • Apr 29
.
.
CHICK COREA &The Elektrlc Band • Fri • May 4
HIGHWAY 101 •Sat• May 5
.
SHADOWFAX with TUCK and PATTI • Fri • May 11
. ROBERT FRIPP •.Sat • May 12 .
ROBIN TROWER e Sun• May 13
COWBOY JUNKIES •.Thur• Ma 17
r(' 7 ~
•;pun oa ages•
#tii:1
• Use JllU~ C~llega W f~' 8 dlscoon1 •

BOGAR

19711-19901 CelebratlDll 16 Year•
a• Sbowcaoe Of lhe Mldwetl
HU Vine SI • Unl<1er1lly Vil lave

.

,,.tickets.

TJC:lr'lEfj\QN' &

BOGART'S

c11a,m~g'Pfi.o~: 1.soo-~-1331

yo(/ '-A,.../r (;er

1T

~PF ~'1Vii

/V&1"10

Totally natural SMARTFOOD®. Air·popped popcorn smothered in white cheddar cheese.
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WIN A HAWAIIAN
VACATION on BIG
SCREEN TV PLUS
RAISE UP TO $1,400
IN JUST 10 DAYS!!!
Objective: Fundraiser
~ommitment: Minimal

Money: Raise $1,400 .
Zero investment

~ost:

Campus Organizations,
dubs, frats, sororities call.
OCMC: 1~800-950~8472,
ext. 10.
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Lisi Wiik ID 11111 Ancllll

Frencll 1nll Amerlc1n Sludl•
ceramics.

Huge noor mosaics. exquisite jewelry
and artifacts-all of It old hcyonil belief are featured l'or annal week In our extraordinary exhibition. "Carthage: A ~fosalc
of Ancient Tunisia." You'll view the mosaics from raised walkways that provide an
archaeologist's view of a time and place

F'ourteen superb and varied ceramic .
pieces by eleven different studlo"potters
will be on display In Gallery One off the
main entrance hall through May 27th.

C1rlll111.

.
.
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Specl1l A11rll Pra111ms•
[>Wednesday. April 4th. 7:00pm ..
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you've never been before. But time Is running out-the exhibition closes April 8th.
A guided audio-cassette tour of the exhibition Is available narrated by WEBN's
Eddie Fingers.

Ari's 1 Fashion sunlnr.

•

•
•

•

.

•
•

.
•

Nineteen rare and beautiful garments
from the Museum's extensive costume
collection star In the mini-exhibition
"Out of Our Closet: Fine ~·ashlons, · ·
1820-1920." l?ashlonable survivors from
over a century ago Include a seldom seen
piece of outerwear- a short spencer
jacket, and a lovely Ivory silk : ·
moire dinner dress from •. · : ~?
about 1830. There are
. ..•. \,.
exquisite creations:
·. ·h
a Parisian
gown of
black velvet, lace
and jet beads; a
finely pleated silk
satin dress designed by the
master, Fortuny.
On view through
September 2nd,
only one orthese
important plec'es
has ever been
exhibited before.

.

. .
.

AriR11ch at ul1 Art Museum.
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.Ari's Hours, Fii, and Pliant.
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·· Spring Break isn·i'Ovefit~~- · ·
just a state of mind. Head ·
south to Arthur's on Hyde
Park Square where the
ritualis just beginriirig; ·
Exotic food and.drink in
· our semi-tropicalgarder'i.
A fun~loving·crowd. Wateralbeit, in our fountain,
Join us.··

..
Bar • Regtaurai:it e' Garden

..

•

SIRING
BB·a··';1·.t~ .
:G·' ·• · NmlNUES

4

. $2;'Scnlors $1.50; Free to children under
;_, age 18; l''ree to cveryonc-0n Saturdays;
Free to members at all times.
_Phone: 721-5204

Two1ener11I ~dmlsslo1s for the price ofone wllh lhl.~ ad. O«er expires April :101h.

•

•

Carolyn Sargent8ori from the University
of Glasgow, Scotland. will speak on · ·.
"Shopping and Spectade: Buying Luxury
Furnishings In 18th-Century Paris," ·
t> Wednesday, April 18th. 6~9pm: Eve- ·
beyond regular Museumadinlsslon.
Call 721-5204 for complete Information.
nlng for Educators: · w;1~;.
·
·
free to area teachers, §'ff
this month's program. .
will feature decorative
t> Saturday, April 21st at Ham. I and 3pin:
arts curator Anita
· •
·
[>Sunday, April 22nd
F:!lls speaking on the
· ai 1:30 and 3:30pm
.• ·. history and.aesthetics
:The Ctiuck Davis
of American Folk Art:··
'Afrlcan~Amerlcari
t> Wednesday, April
'Darice Ensemble
· 25th; 7:30pm. Eliz~
. fr01U'ourham;-.North
abeth Jachlmowlcz; . -~llcl,
•Carolina, thrills auformcr curator of'cris~
~· dlences with exotic
· turne at the Chicago Historical Society
costumes. music and
will present a lecture on ;,Fine Fashions:·
·dance from the rich
From the Charming Romantic lo the·.·•, ·
cultur'c of West
Sophisticated Flapper."AlloflheabOve: , " ,<, ·
,
.
Africa. F'or tlc.ket. , ·
programs are offered with no charge' ·' ". :'. , . l_nformatlon call the Ari Reach Touring
·
: ·
· ··
.. ..'
··
.Th.eater, 871-6_668. )
..•.•

•.

.

· 351& Edwards Rd •
·Hyde Pel'k Square
. 87'-5543 .
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Crucified on the Holy
Feast of the Annunciation

n
n1~.,.!~) l±1J
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March 24, at a Columbus
By Michael Francisco
club, and we had an excellent
Contributing writer
, tiµte discussing the love we
- - - - - - - - - - share for Jesus Christ. At
their show, headbangers
On Saturday, March·24,
the Holy Feast of the Annun- united with Christ in one big
"pit." We had·a blast, and
ciation, a fellow Xavier
the
only painful aspect was
alumnus and I attended a
from
the aftermath of whipChristian thrash concert.
lash.
Christian thrash ;; sounds like
Actually, Christian thrash
a contradiction of terms,
is very popular and nourish~
doesn't it?
If you like metal, punk or
ing to the soul. Christian
Metal, aside from the band
thrash, now you can thrash
for Christ; At last, Christian
Stryper, is even more popumusic is faster and heavier
lar. I am aware that most
than Amy Grant or Michael
shidents don't like heavy
metal, I can see why. HowW. Smith, althOugh I like
ever, a few of us love the
those bands~ toe>. .
I met the Christian band,· · stuff.· I thank God that now I
Crudfied, at their concert on
can bang my head for Jesus.

noon,Monday,Wednesd~y;

Thursday. Call 271-8484.

Remember all the times that your little brother or sister showed
your date your baby pictures and humiliated you? Well, here's your.·
chance to get· back at them. Invite them to your territory. Little sibs is
this weekend! Registration is from 4 ~7p.m., Friday, April 6, with a
Twister Toumment at 8 p.m. On Saturday, April 7, the festivities
continue with a bninch from 11 a.m. • 1 p.m., then from 1:30 - 3:30
p.m., the party will continue at Sawyer Point. For those interested,
there w.ill be open pool at the Sports Center from 4 - 6 p.m. Later in
the evening there willbe a pizza party,dance and a showing of Winnie

'the Pooh/

· ·

·.

_

. ··

Comedian Stephen
Wright will be at Taft
· Theatre at 8 p.m. He's
t,lle guy' that ~ys, "I .
spilled spot remover on
my dog and he's gone!" :

I I

•

"fr

The Mighty Lemon Drops
will be performing at
Bogarts. Just as good live
as they are on the album.
Tickets are going fast!

Saturday, April 7 -

Sunday, April 8 -

The Robert Mapplethorpe photography
exhibition opens to the
public at the Contemporary Arts Center.. Hot
spot this.weekend! Dress
likeyou mean it!

Time to slow it down,
after the family dinner,
invite everyone down to
the School for Creative
and Performing Arts, for
pianist William Black's
performance. Show starts
at5p.m.

Tue~~ay,

April 10 -

Wednesday, Aprillt ~

. :·.::;\

Stay home and have a
.piz~.party! .Chef;)( the_ :<
'Dolnino's ad on page 9~ ·.
Pizzas for $1~99, only on
·Monday night from 9 p.m.
- 1 a.m. ·Remember The
Tiuilight Zone and Alien.
Nation is on!
·

Congratulations

. ·

. Friday, April 6 -

Monday, Apr~ .9 -

Roomate wanted-female, 22 ·
years or older. Ravenswood,.·
on Erie. $237.50/month, ·
indudes hea.t. Call:533-9598.
Need .extra money?. Spare
time? National marketing firm
offers part-time position·
posting promotional material
on campus. Call Jennifer
Schaefer, 1;.SCJ0-592;.2121.

.

Terrorize the toddlers at Little Sibs .this weekend!

Classifieds
Kind, .sensible, reliable and
Lawn maintenance company
energetic sitter rieeded in my
·seeking responsible crew
Mt.. Lookout home:· ts hours
members. Good driving record
per week.. Preferably commitWest side.• Flexible schedule.
ted beyond summer. call 321Call 481-0499, 8:30a.m.-6p.m.,
1745.
Monday-Saturday.
· ·
Part-time babysitter needed in
my Indian Hills home. Flexible
hours.. Morning and/or ~fter- ·

.,

CCM Philharmonica will
· It's been a hectic week,
.
add culture to your life
. yo11 n,eaj sgJ1lething.toc.
with their music by
amu~ yourself. 11\stead ·
Dvorak, Ptas~ynska and
of taki~g it out on your
Lutoslawski, at 8 p.m., in
8:30a;m. prof; go to·•
· the Corbett Auditorium.
CaddyCombs Comedy
Bring a date~ they'll '.be.
Club.·· It's College, Night!
im ressed!
·

x ..u;

0 N MAK I N G T H E • S W E E T S I X T E EN • .. .
GOOD TO SEE YOU'VE MADE THE .. .

Music & Hi1ll·Ttch Li1llt Show.
SOC WELL DRINKS!

. SUND.A'l .... Pro1r111ivt

--

TUISDAY .... Ql02 Ladies Nilht ·FREE .Admlislon For L1dits.

:·PAHTY.WITH.Ql02's MARK SEBASTIAN!
·.·w1DNllDAY; ... Customer Appreciation Ni1ht

SOC WELL DRINKS!

· THUIUDAv ....

s.r.oo

.

Ad minion With A Coll••• r.D. ·

,_WliKEND PAltT'l .... Bt1in1 Every Fridl'y At 5:30 With

.,

.
HIPPY Hour Drinks And.·continuu
On. Saturday With. Cincy's Btst
·
Wttktnd Pric11!

soc

P R I M E·

T

·yo "

c. A "lr

G er

'T ~.~ rF

r, vll
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btally natural SMARTFOOD®. Alr·popped popcorn smothered In white cheddar cheese.

O

calenda~

Paael6- Wednesdar, Aeril 4, 1990-TheXavierNewswire
All announcements for the weekly
Calendar must be sent to 771e Xavier
Newswire office in the University
Center by the Friday prior to
publication, at 12 p.m; (noon).
Please direct mail lo Kerry Cronin,
Calendar editor. Be sure to include
name and phone number.

April

68

Relationships are
the theme of the
Xavier University
Players' presentation of
"Theatre Workshop '90."
Workshop, presented cabaret
style, is a series of three~ oneact plays which are completely produced, directed
and performed by Xavier students. Featured this year will
be the world premier of What
Are Yqu Feeling by awardwinning Bella Kalter. An all
night dinner is the setting for
4 A.M. (Open All Night) by
Bob Krakower. And the third
will be After Liverpool by
James Saunders. Performances will be held April 6 and
7 at 8 p.m. and April 8 at 2
p.m. Tickets will be sold on a
first come basis the night of
each performance for $1. For
more information· call Mike
-

Kelly at 745-4928 or 745-3561.

6 ·8

Little Sibs Weekend is designed to
give big brothers
and sisters a chance to spend
time with their little siblings.
Events include scavenger
hunts, twister tournaments,
dances, pizza parties and
open gym and pool at the
sports center. :Registration is
from 4-7 p.m. in the University Center on Friday: Come
join the fun.

-

7

Come join the Office of
Minority Affairs for
midnight movie madness tonight. Currently
accepting videos to be
shown. Please call Finn Lodge
by Friday, April 6 with your
movie choice~ Bring your
pillow and favorite munchie,
and plan to join Minority
Affairs.

10

The St. Vincent de
Paul Society which
coordinates the St.
Francis Seraph Soup Kitchen,
Peaslee Homework Room,
and Restoc (Rehab Housillg)

will meet today at5:30 p.m.
at the Dorothy Day House.
Election of officers and end of
year party will be included.
All are welcome.
The Department of
Safety and Security
would like to invite
you to attend the Crime
Prevention program, Personal Safety, from 6-7.p.m. in
the Kuhlman Hall TV
Lounge. This program, .
. presented by Sgt: Han, a 15
year veteran of the Cincinnati
Police Division, will address ·
25 safety tips to live by. It's a
"must see" for anyone who
wants to be truly "street
wise."

10

Today, from ~:30
p.m. in CBA 4, the
· University Futures.
Committee will sponsor the
second of their working Vision
discussion sessions. Voice
your reactions, ask qijestions,
make suggestions or receive
clarification of the thoughts
expressed in the document
on page five of this week'.s

11

·Ner.VsWire..

··

·

Miscellaneous
Volunteers Needed
ff you would like to be an
usher for this vear's Commencement'E~ercises, to be
held on May 19, 1990, see or
call Jim Miller at 745-3205 in
the Student Activities Office.
Souvenir gifts will be given
to all students who volunteer.

Summer On -Campus
Job Fair
Will you be in Cincinnati this
slimmer? Are you looking
for a job close to home and
school? ·Are you interestE?d in
working on campus? If
"Yes," then come to Career
Planning and Placement's
summer on-campus job fair,·
on Monday, April 9; from ·
1:30-3:30 p.m. in the Terrace
Room in the University
Center.

Special Secl.trity
. Programs
The Department of Safety
and Security has scheduled
two inore progr~ms for the

··

middle of April. On April 18,
from 12-1 p.m. in the University Center Theatre, Cincin· nati Police Officer, Sgt.
Newsome will present "Not
My Child?!" This unique _.
program is designed to
educate parents, family .
members and friends about .
the signs and symptoms of ·
drug abuse within the home.
On the following day, April
19, speakers from the Hamilton C<;>Unty Juvenile Court.·
will address the legal issues
surrounding teenage drug .
abuse, from 12-1:30 p.m. in
the Theatre.

Mariresa '90: Go For It!
The Office for Student
Development is currently
accepting applications.for.the
1990 Manresa Group Leaders
and Staff-Members. Applications are available at the
Information Desk in the· ·
lobby of the University · .·
Center. Applications are due
by April 11. Manresa runs ·
from Aug. 31-Sept: 3, at the
beginning of the fall semes:..
ter.

..

;I

,· .. Rewards
Of A;
Hlgher Education·
.
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NEW 1990 CA VALIER

----J

WITH AIR CONDITIONING

7799

. $
First
Time Buye~$ 7199.

prr month

·'l
~

- . ·.

.......................................
•
•
•

•
• Low Down Payment •
:. Guaranteed. Financing ••
•
•·
•
:
$400 Rebate
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Chevrolet
Chrysler
Plymouth
Mazda

BMW

~~
G .~·~.··~·

Sweeney

_._ ..

. WITH AIR CONDITIONING

of You

·

.

NEW 1990 GEO STORM

Thinking

Jake·

. ... ·.

· 33 West Kemper Road
.·Cincinnati, Ohio 45246
(513) 782·2800

--·1

$.9989 I
I

. First
Time Buyer $9389 .

